A method for information retrieval includes querying a multimedia collection with a first component of a multimedia query to generate first comparison measures between the first component of the query and respective objects in the collection for a first media type. The collection is queried with a second component of the multimedia query to generate second comparison measures between the second component of the query and respective objects in the collection for a second media type. An aggregated score for each of a set of objects in the collection is computed by applying an aggregating function in which a first confidence weighting is applied to the first comparison measure and a second confidence weighting is applied to the second comparison measure. The first confidence weighting is independent of the second comparison measure. The second confidence weighting is dependent on the first comparison measure.
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR MULTIMEDIA INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED PATENTS AND APPLICATIONS

[0001] The following reference, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety, is mentioned:


BACKGROUND

[0003] The exemplary embodiment relates to information retrieval and finds particular application in connection with multimedia information retrieval.

[0004] Retrieval systems enable selective retrieval of digital objects (e.g., text documents, images, audio files, video files, sound recordings, multimedia documents such as web pages, and the like) from a database (for example, a dedicated database, Internet accessible database content, or some other collection of documents). Retrieval systems can be useful as stand-alone systems, for example being employed by a user to retrieve documents of interest to the user, or can serve as component of another system, such as an object annotation system. To retrieve digital objects, a query is submitted which may be textual, e.g., keywords, or non-textual, such as an image or information extracted from an image. The retrieval system may output the top K most similar objects which are responsive to the query.

[0005] Digital information is no longer mono-modal. Web pages can contain text, images, animations, sound and video. Photographs on photo-sharing websites often have tags and comments. The same is true for corporate documents and document collections. This shift in the way content is stored has generated a need for tools that enable interaction with multi-modal information.

[0006] Retrieval systems have been developed which provide multimedia functionality. These systems retrieve objects that include content of more than one type of medium. One multimedia retrieval method employs a query including information represented by two or more different media types. For example, a query which includes both textual and visual parts. The textual part of the query is used to access the textual component of the objects being queried and the visual component of the query is used to access the visual component of the objects. Another multimedia retrieval operation uses cross-media relevance querying in which a query whose content is of purely one media type (e.g., a stand-alone image) is used to retrieve multimedia objects, based on their relevance to the mono-modal query. The non-queried textual content of the multimedia objects retrieved is then used to form further queries.

[0007] One problem which arises in combining the results of two types of query is how to fuse the results to provide meaningful multimedia information retrieval. Current data fusion techniques, such as late fusion methods, use a weighting scheme to try to account for the relative importance of the two types of media, such as text and images, to the query. However, the results of the search can be highly dependent on the weights used and the type of database in which the search is performed.

INCLUSION BY REFERENCE

[0008] The following references, the disclosures of which are incorporated herein in their entirety by reference, are mentioned:


BRIEF DESCRIPTION

[0011] In accordance with one aspect of the exemplary embodiment, a method for multimedia information retrieval includes querying a multimedia collection with a first component of a multimedia query to generate first comparison measures between the first query component and respective objects in the collection for a first media type. At least a part of the multimedia collection is queried with a second component of the multimedia query to generate second comparison measures between the second query component and respective objects in the collection for a second media type. An aggregated score for each of a set of objects in the collection is computed based on the first comparison measure and the second comparison measure for the object. The computing includes applying an aggregating function to the first and second comparison measures in which a first confidence weighting is applied to the first comparison measure which is independent of the second comparison measure and a second confidence weighting is applied to the second comparison measure which is dependent on the first comparison measure. Information based on the aggregated scores is output.

[0012] In accordance with another aspect of the exemplary embodiment, a system for multimedia information retrieval includes a search engine for querying an associated multimedia collection with a first component of a multimedia query and for querying at least a part of the queried multimedia
collection with a second component of the multimedia query. A first comparison component generates a first comparison measure between the first query component and a respective object in the collection for a first media type. A second comparison component generates a second comparison measure between the second query component and a respective object in the collection for the second media type. A multimedia scoring component generates aggregated scores for each of a set of objects in the collection based on the first comparison measure and the second comparison measure for the respective object. The multimedia scoring component applies an aggregating function to the first and second comparison measure in which a first confidence weighting is applied to the first comparison measure and a second confidence weighting is applied to the second comparison measure. The first confidence weighting is independent of the second comparison measure and the second confidence weighting is dependent on the first comparison measure. A processor implements the search engine, first and second comparison components, and multimedia scoring component.

In accordance with another aspect of the exemplary embodiment, an information retrieval method includes retrieving a set of objects from a collection based on computed text-based scores for the objects and computing image-based scores for the retrieved objects. An aggregated score is computed for objects in the retrieved set of objects based on the respective text-based and image-based scores in which a first confidence weighting is applied to the text-based score which is independent of the image-based score and a second confidence weighting is applied to the image-based score which is dependent on the text-based score. Information based on the aggregated scores is output.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a functional block diagram of a system for multimedia information retrieval;

FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating a method for multimedia information retrieval;

FIG. 3 is a graph illustrating three alternative step functions: Step, Log, and Fraction, which may be used in aspects of the exemplary embodiment;

FIG. 4 is a plot of mean average precision (MAP) vs. weight α for the exemplary method using four functions Step, Log, Fraction, and Text score, and for a comparison baseline, late fusion method, in a test using the International Association of Pattern Recognition APR TC-12 (IAPR) dataset;

FIG. 5 is a plot of precision (MAP) vs. weight α for the exemplary method using the four step functions and for the comparison late fusion method in a test of the method on the Belga News Collection (BELGA) dataset;

FIG. 6 is a plot of precision (MAP) vs. weight α for the exemplary method using the four step functions and comparison late fusion method in a test on the Wikipedia (WIKI) dataset;

FIG. 7 is a plot of precision (MAP) vs. weight α for the exemplary method using the four step functions and comparison late fusion method in a test on the Medical Image Collection (MED) dataset.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Aspects of the exemplary embodiment relate to a system and method for multimedia retrieval. The exemplary method is capable of combining two or more different types of information that are related to two different media representing the same multimedia object. Such a method facilitates searching a multimedia collection in a more effective way than mono-media systems or multimedia systems based on existing fusion techniques.

Multimedia objects, as used herein, are digital objects which contain two or more media types (modalities) which are accessible electronically, such as web pages, text documents containing images, videos, combinations thereof, and the like. Examples of media types include textual media, visual media, sound recordings, and the like. However, individual media types may also include subcategories of these broad categories, such as graphical images and photographic images, structured and unstructured text documents, and the like, whose semantic content is accessible through different types of query.

By way of example, reference is made to multimedia objects which include two types of media: a textual part (e.g., captions, descriptions, tags, OCR-processable content, and the like) which can be queried with a textual query comprising one or more words, and a visual part (still images, such as photographic images, graphical images, and charts, video images, and the like), which can be queried with a non-textual query which is based on an image or portion thereof, such as a real-valued or binary representation that is based on features extracted from the image. Such multimedia objects can be in any suitable format, such as PDF, Word, HTML, XML, JPEG, GIF, JPEG, BMP, TIFF or other common file format used for images and/or text. However, the exemplary embodiment can be easily adapted for other types of media and more than two media types.

The multimedia objects may be stored in information sources or digital libraries which are generally referred to herein as a database. As will be appreciated, a database may be distributed over several memory storage devices.

In various aspects, a data fusion method for multimedia information retrieval is disclosed which facilitates retrieval of multimedia objects. The exemplary method is informed by the observation that different types of media do not play symmetric roles and accommodates the inherent asymmetry between them when combining them. The exemplary methods can significantly outperform existing linear combination methods and can also be computationally very cost efficient.

FIG. 1 illustrates a computer-implemented system 10 for multimedia information retrieval. The system 10 includes an object retrieval apparatus 12, such as a computer, which includes memory 14, a processor 16 in communication with the memory 14, and one or more input/output (I/O) components 18, 20 for communicating with external devices. The I/O component 18, for example, may communicate with one or more of a display device 22, such as a screen, for displaying information to users, and a user input device, for communicating user input information and command selections to the processor 16, such as a keyboard 24 or touch or writable screen, for inputting text, and/or a cursor control device, such as a mouse, trackball, or the like. The various components of the apparatus 12 communicate via a data/control bus 26.

A multimedia query 28 is input to the apparatus 12 via one of the inputs 18 and is temporarily stored in memory 14. In particular, the query 28 may include first and second components corresponding to first and second media types. For example, an input query 28 may include a text component...
which includes one or more keyword(s) or a text document, and a visual component which includes one or more images or representations generated therefrom. The input query 28 may have been selected by a user, e.g., using a graphical user interface (GUI) 30, which in the illustrated embodiment includes keyboard 24 and display screen 22. The GUI may be linked to the apparatus 12 by a wired or wireless link 32, such as a cable, local area network, or wide area network, such as the Internet.

The apparatus 12 includes various software components stored in memory 14, for performing the exemplary method, which are executed by the processor 16. These include a search engine 40 for formulating the query into a format which can be used to query a digital object database 42, comparison components 44, 46 for computing a measure of comparison between objects in the database and the query for each of the media types, based on a respective part of the query, and a multimedia scoring component 48 which scores objects in the database based on the scores for each of the media types and optionally one or more stored weights 50. The system outputs information based on the computed scores, such as one or more retrieved objects 52 having the highest scores.

The database 42 (which can include two or more databases) includes a collection of digital objects. Although some of the objects in the collection may be mono-modal (e.g., solely text or solely images), at least some of the objects 52 in the collection are multi-modal, i.e., multimedia objects having, in the present example, both text and image content. The database 42 may be located on any suitable non-transitory memory storage device, which may be remote from or local to the apparatus 12. For example, the database 42 may be accessed from one of the I/O components 20 via a wired or wireless link 56, such as the Internet.

The memory 14 may represent any type of non-transitory computer readable medium, such as random access memory (RAM), read only memory (ROM), magnetic disk or tape, optical disk, flash memory, or holographic memory. In one embodiment, the memory 14 comprises a combination of random access memory and read only memory. In some embodiments, the processor 16 and memory 14 may be combined in a single chip. The network interface 20 allows the computer apparatus 12 to communicate with other devices via a computer network, such as a local area network (LAN) or wide area network (WAN), or the internet, and may comprise a modulator/demodulator (MODEM).

Exemplary processor 16 controls the overall operation of the apparatus 12 by execution of processing instructions which may be stored in memory 14 connected to the processor 16. The processor 16 also executes instructions stored in memory 14 for performing the method outlined in FIG. 2. The digital processor 16 can be variously embodied, such as by a single-core processor, a dual-core processor (or more generally by a multiple-core processor), a digital processor and cooperating math coprocessor, a digital controller, or the like.

The apparatus 12 may be a PC, such as a desktop, a laptop, palmtop computer, portable digital assistant (PDA), server computer, cellular telephone, pager, combination thereof, or any other computing device(s) capable of executing instructions for performing the exemplary method.

The term “software” as used herein is intended to encompass any collection or set of instructions executable by a computer or other digital system so as to configure the computer or other digital system to perform the task that is the intent of the software. The term “software” as used herein is intended to encompass such instructions stored in storage medium such as RAM, a hard disk, optical disk, or so forth, and is also intended to encompass so-called “firmware” that is software stored on a ROM or so forth. Such software may be organized in various ways, and may include software components organized as libraries, Internet-based programs stored on a remote server or so forth, source code, interpretable code, object code, directly executable code, and so forth. It is contemplated that the software may invoke system-level code or calls to other software residing on a server or other location to perform certain functions.

FIG. 2 illustrates a method which can be performed with the exemplary system shown in FIG. 1. The method begins at S100.

At S102 access is provided to a collection of multimedia objects 52.

At S104, weights 50 may be provided to be used in scoring objects 52 in the collection.

At S106, a multimedia query 28 is received.

At S108, the collection is queried with a first component of the multimedia query 28 to generate comparison measures (e.g., similarity or distance-based scores or rankings) between the query and database objects for a first media type (e.g., text). These computed comparison measures are all referred to herein simply as “scores.” This step may involve a text-based search. The top K most similar objects may be retrieved where K can be, for example, 100, 1000, 10,000, or more, and can be up to one million. In practice, on large datasets, such as Wikipedia, values of K higher than 1000 or more can yield improved results.

At S110, the collection 42 (or at least the K most highly scoring objects of the collection identified at S108) is queried with a second component of the multimedia query 28 to generate comparison measures (“scores,” e.g., similarity or distance-based scores or rankings) between the query and database objects for a second media type (e.g., visual). This step may involve an image-based search.

At S112, a multimedia score is computed for each of the objects in the collection (or at least for the K highest scoring objects identified at S108). The multimedia score is computed for each of these objects based on the first and second scores generated at S108, S110. The multimedia score may be computed using an aggregating function, as described in greater detail below. One feature of this aggregating function is that a respective confidence weighting is applied to the scores of each of the media types. For scores for the first media type generated at S108, a first confidence weighting is applied which is independent of the respective score between the query and database object for the second media type generated at S110. For scores for the second media type, a second confidence weighting is applied to the score generated at S110 which is dependent on the respective score between the query and database object for the first media type generated at S108. This accounts, at least in part, for the asymmetry between the two types of media. The confidence-weighted scores for the first and second media types are optionally normalized with a normalizing function to generate values which fall within a predetermined range, such as between 0 and 1 before aggregating them with the aggregating function. The aggregating function may also apply the weights 50 to the confidence-weighted, normalized scores. The aggregating function outputs an aggregated score for each object in the
collection (or at least for the subset of objects identified at S108) with respect to the multimedia query. A similarity profile which includes the aggregated scores or score-based ranking for at least a subset of the objects in the collection can be generated from the aggregated scores.

At S114, information is output based on the aggregated scores generated at S112. The information output may be a set of the top-scoring objects S2. Alternatively, the information output may be based on these objects. For example, the top-scoring objects may be used as the basis for another query and the objects from the collection (or a different collection) retrieved in that further query may output. Or, annotations may be output for a query object based on the text component of the top-scoring objects, or the like.

The method ends at S116.

The method illustrated in FIG. 2 may be implemented in a computer program product that may be executed on a computer. The computer program product may comprise a non-transitory computer-readable recording medium on which a control program is recorded, such as a disk, hard drive, or the like. Common forms of non-transitory computer-readable media include, for example, floppy disks, flexible disks, hard disks, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic storage medium, CD-ROM, DVD, or any other optical medium, a RAM, a PROM, an EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, or other memory chip or cartridge, or any other tangible medium from which a computer can read and use.

Alternatively, the method may be implemented in transitory media, such as a transmittable carrier wave in which the control program is embodied as a data signal using transmission media, such as acoustic or light waves, such as those generated during radio wave and infrared data communications, and the like.

The exemplary method may be implemented on one or more general purpose computers, special purpose computers, such as a computer(s), a programmed microprocessor or microcontroller and peripheral integrated circuit elements, an ASIC or other integrated circuit, a digital signal processor, a hardwired electronic or logic circuit such as a discrete element circuit, a programmable logic device such as a PLD, PLA, FPGA, Graphical card CPU (GPU), or PAL, or the like. In general, any device, capable of implementing a finite state machine that is in turn capable of implementing the flowchart shown in FIG. 2, can be used to implement the exemplary method.

As will be appreciated, the steps of the method need not all proceed in the order illustrated and fewer, more, or different steps may be performed.

Aspects of the system and method will now be described in greater detail.

Late Fusion Techniques

Existing late fusion techniques can be described as follows: A media type m can be text (t) or image (v), for example. There are various methods that compute a score, such as a similarity measure, between a query q_i given by the user and the objects o of a collection. Let s_q_i(o) denote the similarity measure (score) between the query q and an object o according to the media type m. These scores allow the system to rank all the objects with respect to the query and to output a top list of such objects that is expected to be relevant to the user.

Assuming that a user has a multimedia information need which is expressed by a multimedia query which could include text and images which are semantically linked. In that case, a multimedia retrieval engine may attempt to combine two types of information that are provided by similarity scores s_t and s_v. This approach in data fusion is called late fusion. The search engine may adopt a weighted mean average operator that leads to a combined score denoted \( s_{late} \) of general form:

\[
s_{late}(q,o) = \alpha_t s_t(q,o) + \alpha_v s_v(q,o) \tag{1}
\]

where \( \alpha_t \) and \( \alpha_v \) are positive weights which sum to 1.

More formally, late fusion techniques can be expressed as:

\[
s_{late}(q,o) = \alpha_t N(s_t(q,o)) + \alpha_v N(s_v(q,o)) \tag{2}
\]

where \( s_t(q,o) \) and \( s_v(q,o) \) are scores between the query q and the object o using respectively the t or the v media type (in the exemplary case, using textual and visual similarity measures, respectively) and N is a normalization operator that transforms each score to a normalized value between 0 and 1.

In other words, such methods normalize the scores of the media independently of each other and combine them with a mean average operator.

The Exemplary Fusion Method

In the exemplary method of fusing scores, since different media are semantically expressed at several levels, the scores are not combined purely linearly, as suggested by Equations 1 and 2. Rather, the present method takes advantage of the underlying complementary nature of the media types in aggregating the similarity scores (which can be obtained in the same way as for the late fusion method).

Assume that a collection of multimedia objects includes two media types a and b. It is assumed that one media type, a for example, is better managed and analyzed than the other one, from a semantic point of view. For illustration purposes, it is assumed that a is text media and b is visual media (images).

Consider a multimedia information need expressed by a multimedia query \( q = (q_t, q_v) \), where \( q_t \) may represent the textual part of the query and \( q_v \) visual part of the query. Let \( s_t(q_o) \) denote the similarity score of \( q_t \) with respect to an object \( o \) of the collection, represented by its a part, which is given by the mono-media scoring component 44. \( s_v(q,o) \) denotes the similarity score of \( q_v \) with respect to the same object of the collection, represented by its b part, given by mono-media scoring component 46.

The general data fusion method employed herein can be used to express similarity scores as the output of an aggregating function A which aggregates the two scores:

\[
s_{aggr}(q,o) = A(N(s_t(q,o)), N(s_v(q,o))) \tag{3}
\]

where \( s_{aggr} \) is the aggregated similarity score; \( A \) represents an aggregating function; \( A \) the first media type; \( b \) the second media type; \( s_t(q,o) \) and \( s_v(q,o) \) are the scores between the query \( q \) and the object \( o \) for the first and second media types, respectively; \( f \) is a function of a first comparison measure which may be at least one of \( r_f(q_o, q_v) \) and \( s_t(q_o) \), and optionally also a function of \( e_o \), and can thus be represented as \( f(s_t(q,o), r_f(q_o, q_v), \theta_q, \theta_o) \), which expresses the confidence weighting of \( a \) with respect to \( a \);
$g$ is a function of at least two comparison measures, the first comparison measure can be the at least one of $r_s(q, o)$ and $s_r(q, o)$, and the second comparison measure can be at least one of $s_j(q, o)$ and $r_j(q, o)$, and is optionally also a function of $\theta_j$ and can thus be represented as $g(s_j(q, o), r_j(q, o), s_r(q, o), r_s(q, o), \theta_j)$, which expresses the confidence weighting of $b$ with respect to $a$;

$r_s(q, o)$ and $r_j(q, o)$ are ranks of the object $o$ given by the respective similarity scores $s_j(q, o)$ and $s_r(q, o)$, with respect to other objects in the collection;

$\theta_j$ is a set of one or more parameters for media type $a$;

$\theta_b$ is a set of one or more parameters for media type $b$; and

$N$ represents an optional normalizing operator that transforms each similarity score to a normalized value between 0 and 1.

More formally, Eqn. (3) can be represented as:

$$
N(s_j(q, o)) f(s_j(q, o), r_j(q, o), \theta_j) / N(s_r(q, o)) g(s_r(q, o), r_s(q, o), \theta_b)
$$

In Eqn. (3) is thus the aggregated similarity score that combines the scores $s_j(q, o)$ and $s_r(q, o)$ using a confidence weighting scheme driven by the most confident media (a in the exemplary embodiment). The aggregated similarity scores for a set of objects can then used to output the final top list of objects. In Equation (3), the similarity scores $s_j(q, o)$ and $s_r(q, o)$ can, of course be any suitable type of comparison measures between the query $q$ and the object $o$ using respectively the a or the b media type (in one embodiment, using textual and visual similarity measures, respectively).

Functions $f$ and $g$ encode a confidence weight for the score of an object given by a respective media. Specifically, in the sub-part $s_j(q, o)f(s_j(q, o), r_j(q, o), \theta_j)$, $f$ is a function that assigns to the previous term, $s_j(q, o)$, a confidence weight that depends on at least one of the similarity score $s_j(q, o)$ and the retrieval rank $r_j(q, o)$ and optionally a set of one or more parameters $\theta_j$. The parameter(s) $\theta_j$ can be a simple threshold on the score or on the rank associated to the media a (as in an exemplary embodiment outlined below). In the sub-part $g(s_r(q, o), r_s(q, o), \theta_b)$, $g$ is a function that assigns to the previous term, $s_r(q, o)$, a weight, but in this case, the weight depends on at least one of the similarity score $s_r(q, o)$ and the retrieval $r_s(q, o)$ of the former media a. It can be additionally dependent on at least one of the score $s_j(q, o)$ and the rank $r_j(q, o)$ for media b. The set of parameters $\theta_b$ are again optional and can be the same as $\theta_j$ or an extended set of parameters.

The component $s_j(q, o)g(s_r(q, o), r_j(q, o))$ is of particular benefit to the exemplary fusion method. It can be used to encode how much trust is placed on the score $s_j(q, o)$. In the exemplary embodiment, the trust is measured by the media a, which is considered to be more reliable in terms of the scores. As a proxy for trust, the score of the current object given by media a is used.

$A$ is an aggregation operator that takes as inputs (at least) two similarity scores and merges them into one. In one embodiment, $A$ can be the simple mean average operator, although more complex functions can also be used. In a mean average operator, the two terms $N(s_j(q, o))f$ and $N(s_r(q, o))g$ are weighted with $\alpha_j$ and $\alpha_r$, respectively, as in Eqn. (1) above, and the resulting aggregated score is a mean of the two weighted terms. In one embodiment, $\alpha_j$ and $\alpha_r$ can each be either greater than 0 and less than 1, and in one embodiment, $\alpha_j=\alpha_r$, e.g., $\alpha_j=\alpha_r$.

In another embodiment, the aggregating function $A$ can be a max function:

$$A(u, v)=\max (u, v)$$

where $u=\alpha_j N(s_j(q, o)f)$ and $v=\alpha_r N(s_r(q, o)g)$.

A quasi-arithmetic mean:

$$A(u, v)=\frac{\alpha_j u + \alpha_r v}{\alpha_j + \alpha_r}$$

where $\delta=1$.

or a reinforced late fusion:

$$A(u, v)=\alpha_j u+\alpha_r v$$

Other aggregated functions are also contemplated. See, for example, Marcin Dmyteckie, Fundamentals on Aggregation Operators, AGOP (2001), which provides a review of such operators.

The two media are assumed not to have the same capability, from a semantic and a performance point of view, for multimedia information retrieval. In the exemplary embodiment, media a is assumed to be a more confident media than media b and in the exemplary embodiment, the weight given to the score based on the latter is dependent on the score given by the former. Furthermore, in the exemplary embodiment, the media a constrains the search space for the media b. In this way, the method takes into account the asymmetry between a and b.

The exemplary embodiment is not limited to multimedia searching in text and image media. The modalities a and b can be any two facets of the same object (for example color based and texture based descriptions of the same image, or the like).

Fusion of Confidence Weighted Scores

As an example, the aggregation function $A$ is the average mean operator. In the specific case where a and b are text and visual modalities, respectively, Equation (3) becomes:

$$s_{ag}(q, o) = \alpha_j N(s_j(q, o)f(s_j(q, o), r_j(q, o), \theta_j)) + \alpha_r N(s_r(q, o)g(s_r(q, o), r_s(q, o), \theta_b))$$

where $t$ and $i$ refer respectively to the textual and visual modalities. As will be appreciated, these could be generalized by replacing them with a and b, respectively, as in Eqn. (3). As multiplying all scores with a constant will not change the ranking, let $\alpha_r=\alpha$ and $\alpha_t=1-\alpha$, with $\alpha$ having a value between 0 and 1.

In one embodiment, $\alpha=0$, e.g., at least 0.01, or at least 0.1. In another embodiment, $\alpha<1$, e.g., up to 0.99 or up to 0.9. In one specific embodiment $\alpha=0.5\pm0.05$, i.e., both parts are equally or at least approximately equally weighted. A suitable value of $\alpha$ can be learned experimentally, by manually observing the results obtained by the system on a collection of documents of the type to be searched. Different values of $\alpha$ could thus be used with different datasets/queries. However, in practice, the same value of $\alpha$ can be selected and can yield good results (near optimal performance) for different corpora, such as an equal weighting ($\alpha=0.5$).
For functions $f$ and $g$, various types of function, such as step functions, are contemplated. As examples, the following functions are mentioned.

1. **Step Function**

A simple rank-based filter, such that step function may be used. For example:

$$f(r(o, q)) = g(r(o, q)) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } r(o, q) \leq K \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Here the ranking $r(o, q)$ is an integer with the highest scoring object being given a rank of 1, the next one, a rank of 2, and so forth. This step function has the following effect. It considers only the top $K$ ranked objects retrieved using the textual modality $r_o(q) \leq K$ at S108 and then averages the textual and visual scores by the weighted late fusion strategy. In another embodiment, a threshold on the textual scores $s_v(q,o) < T_v$ may be used to select the top retrieved documents. In this case, a variable number of documents is contemplated. A combination of these approaches may be considered, for example, a maximum of $K$ documents with $s_v(q,o) < T_v$.  

In other embodiments, more than two steps may be used, such as three or four steps, each with a respective, different set of $K$ values.

2. **Log Function**

In another embodiment, a smoothed version of a step function is used. Here, instead of giving the same weights to each retrieved document with the first modality, their ranks are also considered. The following smoothed function may be used:

$$g(r(o, q)) = \begin{cases} \log(K - r(o, q) + 1) & \text{if } r(o, q) < K \\ \log(K) & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

This gives a real value to $g$ for the top $K$ objects, rather than the quantized value of 1 in the case of the step function. For the smoothed function embodiment, the function $f$ is the same as in Equation (5), meaning the scores are simply filtered.

3. **Fraction Function**

In another embodiment, a fraction function may be used where the weights decrease more quickly:

$$g(r(o, q)) = \begin{cases} \frac{x(K+1)}{(K+r(o, q))} & \text{if } r(o, q) < K \\ y & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $x$ is a parameter which can be tuned and can be at least 1, such as 1 or 2 and $y$ is a parameter which can be tuned which is at least 0 and can be, for example, 0, 1 or 2.

4. **Text Score-Based Function**

In another embodiment, a text score based function may be used:

$$g(r(o, q)) = \begin{cases} \delta \text{ if } r(o, q) < K \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $\delta$ is a parameter greater than 0. $f$ is kept the same as in Equation (5).

FIG. 3 shows a plot which illustrates the effect of choosing one of these functions (Step, Log, and Fraction) on the value of $g$, where $K$ is 1000 and $x$ is 2. For all the functions, the value is 0 when the rank is greater than $K$, but for rank values less than $K$, the three functions perform differently.

As will be appreciated, more complex weighted functions can be designed that may also take into account the image ranks and/or the textual and/or visual scores. It has been found, however, that the exemplary, fairly simple functions can be effective for retrieval tasks.

The exemplary method is also highly scalable, which is an advantage when working with large collections. Good performance can be achieved, for example, by computing visual similarity scores only on the set of elements retrieved by the text search and not on the full dataset. An existing text-based retrieval system 44 (such as that employed by Google, Yahoo, or Bing search engines) can thus be employed. Such systems are able to handle several million or billion documents and retrieve relevant documents based on textual queries in few seconds. In an exemplary embodiment, in the first step only the text information is used to retrieve documents and hence visual similarity scores need only to be computed between the visual part of the query and visual part of these retrieved objects.

Similarity Scores

The exemplary method is not limited to any particular method for representing image and textual portions of the query and database objects and for computing similarity or other comparison measure between them. As examples, the following methods are proposed.

1. **Images/Visual Portion of the Query**

The image portions of the database objects and of the query can be represented by a suitable representation (sometimes called an image signature) which allows a comparison computation to be made. For example, any of the methods disclosed in the following references can be used for generating an image representation based on content: U.S. Pub. Nos. 20070005356, 20070258648, 20080069456, 20090144033, 20100092084, 20100098343, 20100189354; Gabriela Csurka, et al., “Visual Categorization with Bags of Keypoints,” ECCV Workshop on Statistical Learning in Computer Vision, 2004; Florent Perronnin, et al., “Fisher kernels on visual vocabularies for image categorization,” in CVPR, 2007; Florent Perronnin, et al., “Large-scale image categorization with explicit data embedding,” in CVPR 2010; and Florent Perronnin, et al., “Large-scale image retrieval with compressed fisher vectors,” in CVPR 2010. These references provide methods for describing an image with an image representation based on extracted features. The references also describe methods for computing a score between two images (here a visual part of a query and a visual part of a database object), based on the respective representations.

Fisher vectors and Fisher Kernel representations are exemplary of types of high level representation which can be used herein. In another embodiment, a Bag-of-Visual words (BOV) representation may be used, as described in above
In one exemplary embodiment, a version of the Fisher Vector described in the two CVPR 2010 references is used. The Fisher Vector can be understood as an extension of the bag-of-visual-words (BOV) representation. Instead of characterizing an image with the number of occurrences of each visual word, it characterizes the image with the gradient vector derived from a generative probabilistic model. The gradient of the log-likelihood describes the contribution of the parameters to the generation process.

The low level image descriptors which are extracted from patches of the image in these methods are typically quantitative values that summarize or characterize aspects of the respective patch, such as spatial frequency content, average intensity, color characteristics (in the case of color images), gradient values, and/or other characteristic values. The patches can be obtained by image segmentation, by applying specific interest point detectors, by considering a regular grid, or by simply random sampling of image patches. In some embodiments, at least about fifty low level image descriptors are extracted from each patch and there may be at least ten such patches. However, the number of image descriptors that can be extracted is limited to any particular number or type of image descriptors. For example, a thousand or a million low level image descriptors could be extracted depending on computational capabilities. In the exemplary embodiment, the low level image descriptors include local (e.g., pixel) color statistics, and/or texture. For color statistics, local RGB statistics (e.g., mean and standard deviation) may be computed. For texture, gradient orientations (representing a change in color) may be computed for each patch as a histogram (SIFT-like features). In the exemplary embodiment two (or more) types of low level image descriptors, such as color and texture, are separately extracted and the high level representation is based on a combination of two Fisher Vectors, one for each feature type. In other embodiments, Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) descriptors (as described by Lowe, in “Object Recognition From Local Scale-Invariant Features”, ICCV (International Conference on Computer Vision), 1999, are computed on each patch. SIFT descriptors are multi-image representations of an image neighborhood, such as Gaussian derivatives computed at, for example, eight orientation planes over a four-by-four grid of spatial locations, giving a 128-dimensional vector (that is, 128 image descriptors per features vector in these embodiments). Other descriptor or feature extraction algorithms may be employed to extract low level image descriptors from the patches. Examples of some other suitable image descriptors are set forth by K. Mikolajczyk and C. Schmid, in “A Performance Evaluation Of Local Descriptors”, Proceedings of the Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR), Madison, Wis., USA, June 2003, which is incorporated in its entirety by reference.

In an illustrative approach, an image is characterized with a gradient vector derived from a Gaussian mixture model (GMM), which approximates the distribution of the low-level features extracted from images. If the dimension of the low level feature space is high (as is the case in the example embodiment) the dimensionality of these features can be reduced using component analysis (PCA). In some suitable embodiments, 64 or 128 mixture components are employed, with two visual vocabularies combined (one defined over texture features, and the other over color features), in both of which, the low level features are extracted on a regular grid at different scales. Using diagonal Gaussians and considering only the mean and variance parameters, the dimensionality of the Fisher vector can be 64 or 128*50=6400. The resulting two vectors are concatenated to obtain a single image signature of dimension 12800 or 25600.

Prior to computing similarity, the Fisher vectors representing the images can be normalized with a power normalization to make the distribution of features in a given dimension less peaky around 0. Then, these vectors can be L2 normalized to discard image-independent (i.e., background) information (for further details on both types of normalization, see F. Perronnin, J. Sanchez, and Y. Liu, Large-scale image categorization with explicit data embedding, in CVPR 2010).

The similarity between two image feature vectors representing the query object image component and a database object image component can then be defined as their negative L1 or L2 distance. In the exemplary embodiment, a simple dot product similarity between Fisher vectors can be used as the similarity measure between the query image and a database image. For further details on an exemplary implementation, see Stéphane Cluchant, Gabriela Csurka, Julien Ah-Pine, Guillaume Jacquet, Florent Perronnin, Jorge Sanchez, and Keyvan Minasakdadeh, “XRCJE’s Participation in Wikipedia Retrieval, Medical Image Modality Classification and Ad-hoc Retrieval Tasks of ImageCLEF 2010”, in Proc. CLEF (Notebooks Papers/LABS/Workshops) 2010 (hereinafter, Cluchant 2010).

This is merely an illustrative example, and other monomodality visual similarity metrics s(x,y) can be employed, such as computation of hash values with hash functions (see, e.g., U.S. Pub. No. 20100185615).

In one embodiment, the text-based representations of the objects in the collection may be precomputed and stored in memory 14.

2. Text

In some embodiments, a representation of the textual component of each of the database objects can be computed, e.g., based on frequencies of word counts. Similarity can then be determined by comparing a similar frequency-based representation for the textual part of the query (or simply, the words used). In one embodiment, the textual component of the database object is first preprocessed by tokenization, lemmatization, and standard stopword removal (to remove very frequent words). A bag-of-words representation can then be built of word frequencies of some or all of the remaining, optionally lemmatized, words. However, in some cases, lemmatization may lead to a loss of information. Therefore, in one embodiment, a lemmatized version of the document is concatenated with the original document.

For computing similarity between the query and the database object textual part, any suitable information retrieval models may be employed. For example, a standard language model or an information-based model employing a log-logistic distribution can be used, as described in Stéphane Cluchant and Eric Gaussier, “Information-based models for ad hoc ir,” in SIGIR ’10: Proc. 33rd Intl ACM SIGIR Conf. on Research and Development in Information Retrieval, pages 234-241 (ACM New York 2010). To take into account that documents of different lengths are being compared, most information retrieval models do not rely directly on the raw
number of occurrences of words in documents, but rather on normalized versions thereof. Language models, for example, use the relative frequency of words in the document to that of the collection. One suitable approach to generating a textual representation is the language model approach to information retrieval on the preprocessed texts. See, e.g., Ponte, et al., “A language modelling approach to information retrieval”, in SIGIR, pp. 275-81 (ACM 1998). The resulting language model defines, for each document, a probability distribution over the lemmatized words. In the case of structured documents, in which text is distributed among various fields, which may be denoted by XML tags or other field information, the field information can also be used in the language model.

[0118] In one embodiment, a suitable similarity measure between two documents q and o (the textual part of the query and the textual part of an object) can be computed as the cross-entropy: \( s(q,o) = -\sum_q p(w|q) \log p(w|o) \), where \( p(w|q) \) is the probability distribution over words \( w \) in the query and \( p(w|o) \) is the probability distribution over words \( w \) in the database object. For further details of this method, see application Ser. No. 12/872,105 and Clinchant 2010, and the references cited therein. Again, this is merely an illustrative example, and other monomodal text similarity metrics \( s(q,o) \) can be employed.

[0119] Other methods for computing textual similarity include the use of hash functions and word spotting (for handwritten text documents).

[0120] In one embodiment, the text-based representations of the objects in the collection may be precomputed and stored in memory.

[0121] As noted above, the text-based scores between the query and database objects can be computed for all objects in a collection, with visual-based scores being performed for only the top K objects.

Applications

[0122] There are various applications for the exemplary system and method. In one application, the method and system are used in a multimedia retrieval and content management system. The method can provide such a system with a common, multimedia way of representing, for example, text, images, or other media in order to exploit links between all these modalities. There are likely to be increased opportunities for this hybrid exploitation as multimedia objects become more common.

[0123] The exemplary system and method may be used in hybrid retrieval systems where multimedia documents, images and/or text, can be accessed through textual, visual, or hybrid queries. For example the system and method can be used in medical document retrieval, and/or in document management systems.

[0124] The exemplary system and method may also be used for multimedia categorization and clustering. Here, the system enables categorizing of texts, images, and/or hybrid objects in a common taxonomy, or separate taxonomies, taking into account the interrelationships and inter-dependencies between the different facets of a multimedia object.

[0125] The system and method may also find application in content creation and assisted document generation (e.g., automatic illustration, image and multimodal document auto-annotation, multimodal summarization, and the like).

[0126] As an illustrative example of one use of the exemplary method, an automatic or semi-automatic image annotation system may employ the retrieval system to identify already-annotated images that are similar to a new (i.e., query) image which may have a more limited text content, and the annotation system then annotates the new image based on the annotations of the identified similar already-annotated images.

[0127] The exemplary system and method are particularly suited to multi-modality searching where different media, for example texts and images, tend to be expressed at different semantic levels. As a result, one media type usually outperforms the other one in queries, even though both types of media are complementary and their aggregation can improve the performance. The exemplary method is able to reweight the result of one media query part by the confidence another media type gives to that object.

[0128] Without intending to limit the scope of the exemplary embodiment, the following examples demonstrate the application of the system and method.

EXAMPLES

[0129] The exemplary system and method have been tested on different image datasets with several aggregation and confidence weighting functions and the results compared.

Datasets

[0130] Four datasets were used. These datasets have been manually evaluated, as part of the ImageCLEF competition, to identify similar images for multimedia queries in order to be able to assess the retrieval performance of a candidate retrieval system on a multimedia collection. The datasets are:

[0131] 1. The IAPR TC-12 photographic collection: This consists of 20,000 natural still images taken in different locations around the world and comprising an assorted cross-section of still natural images. This dataset includes pictures of different sports and actions, photographs of people, animals, cities, landscapes, and many other aspects of contemporary life. Each image is associated with an alphanumeric caption stored in a semi-structured format. These captions include the title of the image, the location at which the photograph was taken, and a semantic description of the contents of the image (as determined by the photographer).

[0132] 2. BELGA: The Belga News Collection contains 498,920 images from the Belga News Agency, which is an image search engine for news photographs. Each photograph has a maximum of 512 pixels in either width or height, and is accompanied by a caption composed of English text of up to a few sentences in length. The caption may contain, for example, the date and place where image was captured. From this collection, only the subset of 73,240 images for which relevance judgments were provided was used.

[0133] 3. WIKI: The Wikipedia collection consists of 237,434 images and associated user-supplied annotations in English, German and/or French. In addition, the collection contains the original Wikipedia pages in wikitext format from which the images were extracted.

[0134] 4. MED: The medical image collection consists of 77,477 medical images of different modalities, such as CT, MR, X-Ray. PET microscopic images but also includes graphical plots and photos. A set of 16 textual queries with 2-3 sample images for each query were provided. The queries were classified into textual, mixed and semantic queries.
based on the methods that are expected to yield the best results. However, in the examples below, the queries were all handled the same way.

Image and Text Representations

[0135] Image and textual representations of database objects, and similarity measures were computed using Fisher vector-based or BOV representations for images and language model based representations for text, according to the method outlined in Clinchant 2010.

[0136] As image representations, two types were evaluated, BOV image representations, where an image is described by a histogram of quantized local features and the Fisher Vector that can be seen as an extension of it, described above. Both of them are based on an intermediate representation, the visual vocabulary built in the low level feature space. Two types of low level features, the SIFT-like Orientation Histograms (ORH) and local RGB statistics (COL), were used and an independent visual vocabulary built for each of them. The visual vocabulary was modeled by a Gaussian mixture model (GMM), where each Gaussian corresponds to a visual word. In the BOV representation, the low-level descriptors are transformed into high level N-dimensional descriptors (N is the number of Gaussians) by cumulating, for each Gaussian the probabilities of being generated by the given Gaussian over all low level descriptors. The Fisher Vector extends the BOV representation by going beyond counting (O-order statistics) and by encoding statistics (up to the second order) about the distribution of local descriptors assigned to each visual word. It characterizes a sample by its deviation from the GMM distribution. To compare two images I and J, a natural kernel on these gradients is the Fisher Kernel K(I,J) which can be rewritten as a dot-product between normalized vectors which is referred to as the Fisher Vector (FV) of the image I. Square-rooting and L2-normalization on the BOV and FV are performed and also a spatial pyramid can be built (S. Lazebnik, C. Schmid, and J. Ponce. Beyond bags of features: Spatial pyramid matching for recognizing natural scene categories. In CVPR, 2006). To do the latter, the image is repeatedly subdivided into 1, 3 and 4 regions considering the FV of the whole image (1x1), the concatenation of 3 FV extracted for the top, middle and bottom regions (1x3) and finally concatenation of four FV one for each quadrant (2x2). The dot product (linear kernel) is used to compute the similarity between the concatenation of all FVs for ORH and COL. It is not necessary to concatenate all these vectors explicitly as:

\[ \text{Kernel}(I, J) = \sum_{q=1}^{Q} \log(p(w|I)) \log(p(w|J)) \]

[0137] Standard preprocessing techniques were applied to the textual documents. After stopword removal, words were lemmatized and the collection of documents indexed with Lemur. Standard language models and information models for text retrieval were evaluated. In language models, queries and documents are represented by multinomial distributions. Those distributions are estimated by maximizing the likelihood. Then, documents distributions are smoothed with a Dirichlet Prior and the cross-entropy can be used to rank documents according to: \( s(q,o) = \sum_p \log p(w|q) \sum_p \log p(w|o) \), as described above. In information models, the more a word deviates in a document from its average behavior in the collection, the more likely it is ‘significant’ for this particular document. This can be easily captured in terms of information: For example, if a word has a low probability of occurrence in a document, according to the distribution collection, then the amount of information it conveys is more important if it appears. An information model is specified in three steps: the normalization of term frequencies, the choice of a probability distribution to models these frequencies on the corpora (here a log-logistic distribution) and the ranking function which is similar to a mean information. As there is little difference between the performances of different types of text model, language models were used for the IAPR dataset and information models for BELGA, WIKI and MED datasets. Additional experiments when the text model is changed are not included here.

[0138] The actual methods used for computing the text and visual scores are not critical, however, since the same similarity scores are used in each case.

[0139] For the aggregation function, the average mean operator was used, as outlined in Equation 4, above.

[0140] Four confidence weighting functions were used: Step (Eqn. 5), Log (Eqn. 6), Fraction (Eqn. 7, x=1, y=0), and Text Score (Eqn. 8), as described above.

[0141] FIG. 4 shows the performance of the system with these four weighting functions and results for a comparative method (a baseline, late fusion method, without the exemplary weighting function) on the IAPR dataset, by varying the α parameter. Fisher kernels were used for the image representations. The performances are computed with the mean average precision (MAP). MAP is the mean of the average precision for several tests. FIGS. 5, 6, and 7 show corresponding results for the BELGA, WIKI, and MED datasets.

[0142] On the IAPR dataset, the performance reached by exemplary methods are better than the baseline (late fusion) method and are generally less sensitive to selection of a than the baseline method. One reason for the relatively good late fusion performance on this corpus may be that the visual similarity scores are better than in other datasets (about 12% MAP), whereas for text it is about 25%. There is thus a smaller difference of performance for the two media types in this dataset, and the full advantage of the exemplary method is not realized. Both methods, late fusion and confidence-weighted fusion, are able to get better performance than any single media alone.

[0143] For the BELGA dataset (FIG. 5), visual mono-media retrieval methods reach a much lower performance: around 5% MAP, whereas for text it is about 25%. This is a more typical case that the exemplary method is able to address, where image similarities have much lower performances than textual ones. The plots show that the confidence weighted methods are more robust to the choice of α.

[0144] For the Wikipedia corpus (FIG. 6), a similar behavior to that in the BELGA corpus is observed. Visual mono-media retrieval methods achieve poor performance (<5% MAP) and thus the exemplary methods are able to achieve a significant improvement over the baseline, while being relatively robust to the choice of α.

[0145] For the MED corpus (FIG. 7), the exemplary functions all performed better than the late fusion method.

[0146] A benefit of the exemplary confidence weighting scheme is clearly seen by looking at the performance when α=0. After this weighed filtering, the visual score-based retrieval is significantly improved. Moreover, while the weighed filtering score is significantly better than pure image based retrieval, its combination with text scores allows further improvement of the retrieval performance.
Another advantage of the exemplary method which can be seen from the results is that it is not necessary to learn a suitable value of \( \alpha \), as an equal weighting (\( \alpha = 0.5 \)) is, in general, a good strategy (for the MED dataset, a somewhat higher value of \( \alpha \) may be appropriate). Having a useful, single value of \( \alpha \) which is substantially dataset independent is beneficial since a priori information for a dataset may not be available. Or, as in an online search, the query can be variably more visual or more textual, so it may not be feasible to learn the best value of \( \alpha \).

It will be appreciated that variants of the above-disclosed and other features and functions, or alternatives thereof, may be combined into many other different systems or applications. Various presently unforeseen or unanticipated alternatives, modifications, variations or improvements therein may be subsequently made by those skilled in the art which are also intended to be encompassed by the following claims.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for multimedia information retrieval comprising:
   - querying a multimedia collection with a first component of a multimedia query to generate first comparison measures between the first query component and respective objects in the collection for a first media type;
   - querying at least a part of the multimedia collection with a second component of the multimedia query to generate secondary comparison measures between the second query component and respective objects in the collection for a second media type;
   - computing an aggregated score for each of a set of objects in the collection based on the first comparison measure and the second comparison measure for the object, the computing comprising applying an aggregating function to aggregate the first and second comparison measures, wherein in the aggregating function, a first confidence weighting is applied to the first comparison measure and a second confidence weighting is applied to the second comparison measure, the first confidence weighting is independent of the second comparison measure and the second confidence weighting is dependent on the first comparison measure; and
   - outputting information based on the aggregated scores.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the computing of the aggregated score is performed with a computer processor.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the first media type comprises text and the first component of the multimedia query is a text-based query component.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the text-based query component comprises a representation of a text document based on word frequencies.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the second media type comprises images and the second component of the multimedia query is an image-based query component.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the image-based query component comprises a representation of an image which is based on extracted features.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the first confidence weighting is dependent of the first comparison measure and the second confidence weighting is dependent on the first and second comparison measures.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein:
   - the first comparison measure comprises at least one of a first similarity score and a first ranking based on the first similarity score with respect to first similarity scores of other objects in the collection; and
   - the second comparison measure comprises at least one of a second similarity score and a second ranking based on the second similarity score with respect to second similarity scores of other objects in the collection.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein in the computing of the aggregated score, the first confidence weighting applied to the first comparison measure is dependent on at least one of the first similarity score and the first ranking.

10. The method of claim 8, wherein in the computing of the aggregated score, the second confidence weighting applied to the second comparison measure is dependent on at least one of the first similarity score and the first ranking.

11. The method of claim 1, wherein the aggregating function is a linear combination of a function of the confidence weighted first comparison measure and a function of the confidence weighted second comparison measure.

12. The method of claim 1, wherein the aggregated score is computed using an aggregating function of general format:

\[
    s_{agg}(q,o) = s_r(q,o) \cdot s_r(q,o) + s_s(q,o) \cdot s_s(q,o)
\]

where \( s_{agg} \) is the aggregated score; 
\( A \) represents the aggregating function; 
\( a \) represents the first media type; 
\( b \) represents the second media type; 
\( s_r(q,o) \) and \( s_s(q,o) \) are similarity scores between the query \( q \) and the object \( o \) for the first and second media types respectively; 
\( r_r(q,o) \) and \( r_s(q,o) \) are rankings of the object \( o \) given by the respective similarity scores \( s_r(q,o) \) and \( s_s(q,o) \), with respect to other objects in the collection; 
\( f \) is a function of at least one of \( r_r(q,o) \) and \( s_r(q,o) \) and optionally also of \( \theta_a \); 
\( g \) is a function of at least one of \( r_s(q,o) \) and \( s_s(q,o) \) and at least one of \( s_r(q,o) \) and \( r_r(q,o) \) and optionally also of \( \theta_b \); 
\( \theta_a \) is a set of one or more parameters; 
\( \theta_b \) is a set of one or more parameters; and 
\( N \) represents an optional normalizing operator.

13. The method of claim 12, wherein:
   - \( f \) is a function of \( r_r(q,o) \); and
   - \( g \) is a function of \( r_s(q,o) \).

14. The method of claim 13, wherein at least one of:

\[
    f(r_r(q,o), q) = g(r_s(q,o), q) = \begin{cases} 
    1 & \text{if } r_r(q,o) \leq K \\
    0 & \text{otherwise} 
  \end{cases}
\]

\[
    f(r_r(q,o), q) = g(r_r(q,o), q) = \begin{cases} 
    \log K - r_r(q,o) + 1 & \text{if } r_r(q,o) < K \\
    0 & \text{otherwise} 
  \end{cases}
\]

\[
    f(r_s(q,o), q) = g(r_s(q,o), q) = \begin{cases} 
    x(K + 1) & \text{if } r_s(q,o) < K \\
    y(K + r_s(q,o)) - y & \text{otherwise} 
  \end{cases}
\]

and

\[
    f(r_r(q,o), q) = g(r_r(q,o), q) = \begin{cases} 
    s_r(q,o) & \text{if } r_r(q,o) < K \\
    0 & \text{otherwise} 
  \end{cases}
\]

\[
    f(r_s(q,o), q) = g(r_s(q,o), q) = \begin{cases} 
    s_s(q,o) & \text{if } r_s(q,o) < K \\
    0 & \text{otherwise} 
  \end{cases}
\]
is applied in the aggregating function, where \( K \) represents a number of retrieved objects, and \( x \), \( y \), and \( \delta \) are each a parameter whose value is preselected.

15. The method of claim 14, wherein \( x \) is at least 1, \( y \) is at least 0, and \( \delta \) is greater than 0.

16. The method of claim 12, wherein the aggregating function has the general format:

\[
s_{\alpha}(q, o) = \alpha_x N(s_{\alpha}(q, o); f(s_{\alpha}(q, o), r_{\alpha}(o, q), \theta_x)) + \\
\alpha_y N(s_{\alpha}(q, o); g(s_{\alpha}(q, o), r_{\alpha}(o, q), s_{\alpha}(q, o), r_{\alpha}(o, q), \delta_x))
\]  

where \( 0 < \alpha_x < 1 \) and \( 0 < \alpha_y < 1 \).

17. The method of claim 16, wherein \( \alpha_x = 1 - \alpha_y \).

18. The method of claim 1, wherein the aggregating function comprises an average mean operator.

19. The method of claim 1, wherein the outputting information comprises outputting objects from the collection based on their aggregated scores.

20. A system for performing the method of claim 1, comprising non-transitory memory which stores instructions for performing the method and a processor in communication with the memory for executing the instructions.

21. A computer program product comprising a non-transitory recording medium encoding instructions, which when executed on a computer causes the computer to perform the method of claim 1.

22. A system for multimedia information retrieval comprising:

- a search engine for querying an associated multimedia collection with a first component of a multimedia query and for querying at least a part of the queried multimedia collection with a second component of the multimedia query;
- a first comparison component for generating a first comparison measure between the first query component and a respective object in the collection for a first media type;
- a second comparison component for generating a second comparison measure between the second query component and a respective object in the collection for the second media type;
- a multimedia scoring component for generating aggregated scores for each of a set of objects in the collection based on the first comparison measure and the second comparison measure for the respective object, the multimedia scoring component applying an aggregating function to the first and second comparison measure in which a first confidence weighting is applied to the first comparison measure which is independent of the second comparison measure and a second confidence weighting is applied to the second comparison measure which is dependent on the first comparison measure; and
- a processor for implementing the search engine, first and second comparison components, and multimedia scoring component.

23. The system of claim 22, further comprising the collection of multimedia objects.

24. The system of claim 22, wherein the system is configured for retrieving retrieved objects from the collection based on their aggregated scores.

25. The system of claim 22, wherein the system is configured for receiving a multimedia query from a user which includes a textual component and an image component.

26. An information retrieval method comprising:

- retrieving a set of objects from a collection based on computed text-based scores for the objects;
- computing image-based scores for the retrieved objects;
- with a processor, computing an aggregated score for objects in the retrieved set of objects based on the respective text-based and image-based scores in which a first confidence weighting is applied to the text-based score which is independent of the image-based score and a second confidence weighting is applied to the image-based score which is dependent on the text-based score; and
- outputting information based on the aggregated scores.